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If you’re not getting the results you want from online dating in terms of sex, it’s 

not about you — it’s about the sites you’re using. It’s perfectly acceptable to use 

online dating strictly for hooking up, but most mainstream sites have relationship-

building undertones that set the course for your in-person encounters. 

 

Being matched by factors like the number of kids you dream of having isn’t 

exactly sexually stimulating, but searching by breast size or being matched based 

on sexual interests certainly is. Even if you list your relationship preference as 

‘casual dating’ on a mainstream dating site, you’re still using a service designed to 

initiate and create serious relationships. This and this alone, makes your chances 

of finding stimulating and satisfying sex-only relationships slim.  

 

To get the sexual satisfaction you crave from online dating — and more 

accurately, to hookup online without misconceptions and extra baggage — it’s 

essential to start your search on a site as focused on sex as you are. Much like 

how in-person sexual encounters are all about being at the right place at the right 

time, your online sexual encounters rely heavily on similar factors. You wouldn’t 

go to Bible study looking to bring someone home for the night - you’d go to a 

singles bar. Your approach to hooking up online should follow the same format. 

 

Being on the right site — the site that prioritize sex and casual hookups — is the 

first vital step to more easily hooking up online. Luckily, the demand to hookup 

online is vast and growing. There are a number of casual, sex-only focused sites 

with massive user bases and niche matching capabilities. Bold and daring, these 

sites don’t tiptoe around the concept of hooking up. They embrace it, highlight 

desires and needs, and help you achieve the hookups of your dreams. 



“THE RIGHT SITE TO USE” 
 

 

 

 

 

 Affair hookup is more than just the largest sexually-focused hookup site; 

it’s an entire community of singles, groups, and couples looking to hookup 

online. Filled to the brim with live action cams, explicit user photos, and a 

Hot or Not search feature, the site doesn’t sugarcoat its intent. It’s an online 

dating site that skirts around the niceties and gives you a digital presence 

to find others who can meet your sexual wants and needs.  

 

 

Other Dating Sites: 

Amateur Match 

BDSM Match 

CougarsPlay 

http://www.affairhookups.com/?ainfo=NDU3MDN8MTI2NHww&skin=214&i=1
http://www.amateurmatch.com/?ainfo=NDU3MDN8MXww
http://www.bdsmmatch.com/?ainfo=NDU3MDN8MjA5NHww&skin=222&i=1
http://www.cougarsplay.com/?ainfo=NDU3MDN8NjI1fDA=
http://www.affairhookups.com/?ainfo=NDU3MDN8MTI2NHww&skin=214&i=1

